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Welcome to ‘Horizons’, our eleventh exhibition from Warrington. It’s a great town for a
gallery as it has a large population and is in-between Manchester and Liverpool. So that’s
a huge pool of artist’s and art lovers in the same place, who need somewhere to focus
their energies.
Technically Brilliant is a ‘not for profit’ company, this means we must reinvest any profit
in to our classes, gallery and services to young autistic people. I want to take this
opportunity to thank our volunteers, they each turn in for a 4 hour shift, pay for their
own parking and exude information and care for all of our visitors. Jo Bramham Smith
single handedly manages all of the artists payments, contracts, hangs the exhibitions,
fetches coffee and she still manages to produce fantastic artwork. I most certainly would
not be doing this without all of their help.
We are an independent, unfunded gallery, we make just enough to exist. I’d like to thank
you for visiting and I would like to ask you a favour, please let your artist friends or your
art buying friends know about us and please encourage them to visit. We always have a
large selection of original art, print and gifts at affordable prices.
We are committed to being a ‘bricks and mortar’ gallery, we won’t offer finance or
move solely online. We will continue to offer artists open contracts and fair rates and
customers will receive a professional service and great prices, and of course an amazing
selection of original art.
Thanks for visiting and making us Technically Brilliant
Matt George & Jo Bramham Smith
Directors

Alan Snape
Alan’s work is developed, influenced by coastal observation,
seen particularly around Suffolk, where he continues to sell
his work today.
The large pieces in this exhibition reflect his love of the
coast, the initial making of the pots suggesting a canvas on
which he then paints/ glazes his ideas.

Amelia Prescott
I am an artist from Wigan, Greater Manchester. During my
time completing a HND in Fine Art at Warrington and Vale
Royal college, I found my passion for oil painting, and this
has been my preferred medium ever since. I would consider
my work to be lighthearted, and packed with colour,
reflecting the joy I get from creating them.

Alina Buzea
Sometimes paintings are like books, they take you
somewhere you have never been before but uncover long
forgotten feelings and memories.

Andy Blears
I like to blend organic acrylic, water colour and charcoal
finishes with inked aspects of pop art. I’m interested in
letting the medium flow and show it’s character whilst
building colour and contrast into the mix within defined
spaces.

Ann Marie Mugatroyd
I am a contemporary abstract artist. A lot of my inspiration
comes from observing the north Cornish coastline and how
it alters with the seasons. Spring has arrived and these two
pieces were created using multi layers of oils.

BOZ 541
I find there’s nothing better than a conversation about
a piece of art at a house party when ya full of wine and
vodka.. Which is why I always try to make something that
will create conversation.. A bit like arguing over religion or
politics with a load of retired folk in the pub over a pint of
Guinness.. I would never intentionally mean to offend.

Carole Richardson
What a joy it is to paint.
I love to lose myself in experimentation. Pieces of varying
size and style have found homes across the UK, America,
Canada, Sweden, Germany, Spain and recently France.

Caroline Benzies
As an art photographer, I aim to present the familiar in an
unfamiliar way. I like to challenge the viewer, drawing them
into the story of the image.
‘Looking Out’ captures the movement of the winter waves at
Portmeor Beach in St Ives, Cornwall.
Framed original fine art print

Chris Hughes
I work in soft pastel enjoying the smudging and blending
of the medium to produce new tones and textures on the
surface of the paper. Landscapes inspire my work but I try to
recall a memory of a place when I set out to make a drawing
so that my feelings playa part in the making.

Chris Raynor
I aim to capture the familiar in an unfamil way, challenging
the viewer to question what they see. My work features the
urban and rural landscapes, together with more abstract
images. I combine photographic images with blended
colours and textures to produce truly unique and collectible
items of photographic art. All work is titled, numbered &
signed.

Chris Rose
My connection with toys has been a constant throughout
my life. I’ve always loved imagining the back stories of
characters and creating alternative scenarios for them to
exist in. I hope that my photos convey these ideas be it by
reliving or reconnecting with these childhood memories.

Dave Percival
I am a Warrington artist painting pastels and watercolours
on my dining room table. The pieces I’m showing in this
exhibition are all pastels and figurative works. Hopefully
you’ll find them visually attention-grabbing (and purchaseworthy).

Dean Whitham
I’m a self taught artist based in Warrington. After being
made redundant from my dream job and the isolation of
lockdown I had found the need to revisit and express my
feelings in art. Acrylic painting with palette knives, brushes
and a passion for colour in the modern home evoked much
needed enjoyment, exploration and mindfulness.

Dorothy Bramham
Dorothy has been painting and creating most of her life.
She uses many mediums and styles as seen in the work
she has in the exhibition. She particularly loves vibrant
colours and this is often reflected in her work. Her work
is influenced by the places she visits and sees, and is ever
varied and changing.

Fox Hat
I’m a warrington based digital artist. I’ve always loved to
draw and fell in love with cartoons and comics as a child,
which continued as a grew. I love to draw cute animals and
take people on adventures with comics but I mainly hope to
make people smile. I hope these pieces may make you smile
too.

Gaynor Green
The textile art was inspired and developed after a few
months of looking at the diverse and colourful culture of this
fascinating part of Asia.
Influences of the architecture and spiritual beliefs through
story telling and dance. There are nine pieces I created
through techniques of dip dye, appliqué and embellishment.

Geraldine Snape
If I keep on sailing and there is no horizon, will I fall off the
end of the earth?
I’ll keep on looking for the line that divides the sky from the
sea.

Hayley Jeffers
Hayley is a Manchester based contemporary artist. She
takes an exploratory approach to making art. Sometimes
her work is led by play, curiosity and intuition, others times
she has an emotion or feeling that she wants to convey and
seeks how to best represent this. She enjoys working in
acrylic and mixed media, using layering to create depth and
detail.

Ian Brunt
My work documents each extraordinary moment in time
and space I witness on my journey through life. If I have a
philosophy underpinning my work it’s simply this: there are
wonderful images all around us as we travel through the
everyday world. We simply have to be open to them.

Jane Fraser
I am a painter based in Altrincham, and love sketching
outdoors. I take my inspiration from the landscape,
sometimes rural, often urban. I love finding beauty in
unexpected places - flashes of colour as cars speed along
city roads, reflections glimpsed in a flooded building site,
winter trees silhouetted against the sky. What brings me joy
is colour, light and pattern.

Janet Bilsbury
I like painting portraits of people I knew but paint landscape,
every now and then, for a change.

Janet Howkins
Janet Howkins is a Mixed Media Memorial Artist based in
Creative Spin Studios within Leigh Spinners Mill. Her work is
a narrative of memories. Exploring natural decomposition
and using texture through experimental techniques to
expose layers of fragility in objects and mediums. Janet’s
work invites conversation on the natural worlds intrinsic links
to mental health and mortality.

Jo Bramham Smith
I paint in an abstract style, expressing my feelings about
places and things Ive seen, using colour and marks. I
hope that anyone seeing my paintings will see their own
ideas and thoughts within them.

Judith Booth
A retired GP from Warrington finding a new lease of
life as an artist. Trained in classical art and specializes in
commissioned portraiture. Also finds joy in other subjects.
Her work is mainly in oils with a realist style and timeless
manner.

June Hamilton Hall
I appreciate Technically Brilliant exhibiting my pieces.
My art inspiration comes from nature, organic matter along
with my love of the sea.
It continues to evolve, as does life; however, I go back to
these areas often, as colour and texture fascinate me.

Keith Walsh
My work is the result of informed play. I love exploring techniques
ad materials. Art has become a form of therapy and mindfulness
for me during lockdown. My kids fearlessness to approach art with
no rules has been an inspiration.

Kirsten Leigh
My work primarily focusses on the natural world. In a
time when humans are encroaching further and further
into ‘undeveloped’ spaces, I cherish the wild and rural
spaces that remain and the interactions with the creatures
and plants that inhabit them. These works are pencil on
reclaimed plywood.

Landlines Studio
Angela and Nicky of Landlines Studio work in collaboration,
gathering raw materials such as rocks, soil, clay and
botanical matter which they hand process into fine
pigments, natural dyes and paint. Harnessing these earth
colours, they create site specific, abstract work on paper,
canvas and silk.

Lea Williams
Ever since I could remember, I’d create art based on what I
loved, sparking imagination. Fast forward all the grown-up
stuff in between then and now and that’s exactly what I still
do, understanding why. It’s more than creating because it’s
possible. It’s a lifestyle, it’s who you are. It’s a moment in time
that only ever exists for you, because that’s me, too.

Letara Welland
This piece is created using prismacolour pencil, and unlike
the majority of my art work, I actually completed it!
2020 gave me more time to express myself through a more
traditional art medium, as my day to day creative outlet, as a
tattooist, was stopped.

Lorna Stewart
I am a Scottish contemporary artist, painting predominantly
seascapes. I use brushes, palette knives, and acrylic paint
and ink. Having lived in south Manchester for many years
now, I am inspired by the beautiful seascapes of Anglesey.
Visits there, and sketches, photographs and memories of the
Scottish coastline give me inspiration for my paintings.

Mary Atherton
The environment is my main source of inspiration for
painting. I love exploring ideas and experimenting with
different materials working mainly in acrylic and mixed
media. My approach is one of questioning where my
curiosity leads me from one idea to another.
The focus for my current paintings is on Strand-lines left on
the beaches.

Matt George
Who would guess that running a gallery would cause so
much stress and intrigue, it’s a good job I absolutely love it.
However, it does make it harder to find time to make art but
fortunately I do

Michael Grice
Retired Architect, living in Altrincham and and now making
Art Explorations in the Covid built Studio. Reading , and
audiobook listening, to a questionably high proportion of
Science Fiction has led to a lot of experimentation around
the idea of entities appearing in and out of what we
perceive, and term as , existence. Painting mainly with layers
of acrylic paint, also now including more metallic colours
and often some oil pastel work.

Nastassia Blahadava
Born in Minsk in 1984, Nastassia completed a Bachelor of
Fine Arts, ceramic department in 2010. Now Nastassia is
actively engaged in ceramics in Manchester.
Her art-making process consists of a deep analysis of the
environment, searching for references or ideas, selecting
suitable material (clay, earthenware, etc.), bringing the idea
to life, final firing and photo session.

Nomadic Nubbins
So we got slightly frustrated of trying for perfection in our
creations, it felt slightly futile, an impossible task which was
stealing the fun from being creative. So we went back to the
drawing board & started creating work which celebrated its
imperfections, we embraced the mistakes & suddenly being
creative became fun, exciting & full of surprises once again!

Paul Bedford
Somebody told him he should be an artist

Rachel Pickett
I love creating art of different subjects and mediums and
can’t keep myself away from it! I like to create an essence of
something whennI make art. But now I need to make room
for creating more! I hope you enjoy looking at my art and
thank you for looking.

Sonia Thompson
I started painting during the pandemic and liked it that
much I decided to carry on and see where it takes me. I
don’t have any ideas about what I’m going to paint. I just let
the paintbrush do it’s work!

Tammy Walters
I love to make statement pieces of art using animals as my
subject. Using bold colours, I hope to create an emotional
connection to the audience who can then go on to make
their own imaginative association.

Warren Green
Warren Green has a passion for bright colours and texture in
his artwork. He took inspiration for these paintings, from a
trip to the Isle of Wight. He applied the background with his
hands then using a palette knife, carefully added the yachts.
He uses both acrylic and oil paints and continues to evolve
his creative techniques.

Thanks to all the staff and
management of Golden Square
for their continued support

Please contact Jo@technicallybrilliant.art
or visit www.technicallybrilliant.art
@technicallybrilliant

